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WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL

Dukes sprint
past Fordham
Women advance to
quarterfinals after
77-61 win over Rams

BRIAN PRESCOTT / THE BREEZE

Senior guard Tarik Hislop finished with
eight points and two assists during
Wednesday’s big win in the WNIT.
By CHASE KIDDY
The Breeze

JMU’s speed in transition and
sharpshooting spurts made lowscoring Fordham very uncomfortable
on Wednesday night in the Convocation Center.
From the jump the Dukes (25-10)
blitzed Fordham, a team that has only
allowed 51.6 points per game over the
course of the season. No team had
scored more than 68 on the Rams
(26-9) all season, but the hot shooting of junior guard Kirby Burkholder
and Rookie of the Year Precious Hall
cracked that record and ended their
season.
The game had barely tipped before
Burkholder, now approaching 100 treys
during this season alone, swished consecutive threes through the bottom of
the net. Hardly any time had passed
before Hall nailed another shot of her
own, pushing the lead to 15-7 just five
minutes into the game.
Burkholder finished the first half 3-4.
Her hot shooting didn’t seem sustainable, but she finished 6-10.
Hall provided a youthful energy of
her own. As JMU was threatening to
run away with the game seven minutes
into the second half, Hall’s long attempt
from the corner hit the rim just short
and bounced back into the hands of
Fordham freshman Samantha Clark.
Hall chased the rebound from the corner, ripping the rebound right from
Clark’s hands and laying the ball in for
an easy two points.
It was that kind of night for Fordham.
CONTACT Chase Kiddy at
breezesports@gmail.com.

>> See the full story at
breezejmu.org.
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No
excuses”
First quadruple amputee to
climb Mt. Kilimanjaro urges
students to persevere

By ERIC GRAVES
The Breeze

For Kyle Maynard, life without his hands
and feet hasn’t stopped him from being the
first quadruple amputee to climb to the top
of Mt. Kilimanjaro.
Maynard, 27, spoke to more than 300 students in Wilson Hall on Tuesday. In honor
of Disability Awareness Week, he was invited by the JMU Office of Disability Services
to share his story of hardship and triumph.
Maynard became a New York Times bestselling author, a mixed martial arts fighter
and a winner of ESPN’s Best Male Athlete
with a Disability award in 2004 and 2012.
Maynard spoke about finding out the
“why,” or the reason someone is motivated to pursue a goal and how a person
needs to stop making excuses that can
prevent them from reaching that goal.
see MAYNARD, page A4
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Disability Services expanding on a large and small scale to accommodate students
By GARIN PAPPAS
contributing writer

SEAN CASSIDY / THE BREEZE

Many areas around campus have been renovated to
support students with physical disabilities.

The JMU Office of Disability Services
is changing to better serve the needs of
its students and the university.
Valerie Schoolcraft, director of Disability Services, has held discussions
with both staff and students to determine what improvements needed to be
made to the new location of the ODS.
The office plans to move to Constitution Hall in summer 2014. The move will
place an assistive technology lab down
the hall from the peer advocates, which
will increase the number of labs from
two to three.
The lab will help students with
learning and vision disabilities by featuring voice to text, enlarged text, screen
readers and nearby staff to provide
instruction.
“This design does a nice job of dealing with the issues that we face in terms
of confidentiality versus reducing stigma
for people who face challenges with disabilities and how they feel about that,”
Schoolcraft said.

Schoolcraft said recognizing diversity
and being proactive when planning for
accessibility is necessary to develop an
inclusive community.
Currently, the ODS is made up of
four offices condensed in the top floors
of Wilson Hall. Schoolcraft said JMU is
an old, historic campus and Wilson Hall
wasn’t built to accommodate a majority of students with physical disabilities.
“We would design spaces intentionally that are open and flexible enough to
be used as they are by the widest range
of users, resulting in a reduced need for
accommodations or something special
for someone,” Schoolcraft said.
Thomas Moran, professor of physical
and health education, said he remembered when the elevator in Godwin Hall
didn’t have a sensor. Until it was fixed, it
was very difficult to make his way into
the elevator without it closing on him.
“A lot of it comes down to functionality because that’s what going to send
a message to JMU’s students and future
see DISABILITY, page A4

Bringin’
down the
Co-op
Demolition has
begun at the former
Rockingham Cooperative
at 101 W. Grace Street.
JMU purchased the
property in October
2010 for $12 million.
After conducting a
feasibility study on
the property, JMU
determined the building
would be too costly to
renovate. The university
decided to demolish the
structure which will
cost $382,100. Once the
demolition is complete
in May the university
plans to turn the space
into additional parking.
SEAN CASSIDY / THE BREEZE
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IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Communication is the key that unlocks
all doors this year. Your attention is
anchored at home, with friends, family
and projects aplenty. Monitor finances
closely for growth, and get creative.
Follow passion and fun. Let go of outdated
ideals and trust your intuition. Reach for
the stars.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
Some things are
still out of reach.
Elbow grease pays
off. The tides have changed.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
New breakdowns
could arise from
previous ones. Continue with your
productivity streak.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
Stick with trusted
routines, and do
what you know
works. Handle basics: Chop wood
and carry water.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
There’s more work
coming in this
month, and the
pace is heating up. Get in touch
with your inner zen; relax.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
An obstacle may
get in the way.
Use your creative powers to turn
a detour into a new opportunity.
Avoid water if at all possible.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Perceive the
underlying
harmony. You’ll discover
something that you didn’t notice.
Being self-sufficient helps.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
A female
introduces new
ideas. more gets accomplished
through flexibility than through
pressure.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Avoid a serious
argument; it’s not
worth it right now. You have more
interesting things to worry about.
Don’t stir up jealousies.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Don’t be afraid to
ask for help, even
if you feel like
you don’t need anybody. There’s
plenty to learn and improve upon.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Answer the call of
the wild; you’re
ready for anything. Work out the
glitches in a relationship. Listen
to all points of view.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Figure out a
solution to
a conflict of interests. Do it
carefully so you won’t have to do
it over.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Avoid impetuous
actions. The budget
is tight and will require some
creative thinking. Step back to
recall what worked before.
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Nation & World
Supreme
Court takes
up Defense of
Marriage Act
McClatchy Newspapers

WASHINGTON — The federal Defense of Marriage Act
may be hanging by a thread
after a Supreme Court oral
argument Wednesday that
exposed sharp divisions
over the 1996 law prohibiting
same-sex married couples
from obtaining myriad federal benefits.
A day after confronting
California’s Proposition 8,
which bans same-sex marriage, justices showed similar
splits over whether the federal government may deny
benefits to couples married
in the states that recognize
gay marriage. The division
during a long argument
largely fell along traditional
lines, with Justice Anthony
Kennedy once again holding
the middle ground.
“You are at real risk of running in conflict with what has
always been thought to be
the essence of the state police
power, which is to regulate
marriage, divorce, custody,”

Kennedy told the attorney
who was defending the federal law.
Kennedy’s questions and
asides during the nearly twohour argument hinted that
he might join the court’s liberal wing in striking down
the portion of the Defense of
Marriage Act that prohibits
same-sex couples from receiving federal benefits. Other
portions of the law, including
one that allows states not to
recognize gay marriages performed in other states, aren’t
being challenged.
Justice Elena Kagan, the
newest justice appointed by
President Barack Obama,
stated the liberal position,
quoting from a House of Representat ives report explaining
that the 1996 law was meant
to convey “moral disapproval of homosexuality.” One of
the law’s chief backers, Sen.
Tom Coburn, R-Okla., elaborated during House debate
at the time that homosexual
conduct was “based on perversion and ... based on lust.”
“When Congress targets a
group that is not everybody’s
favorite group in the world
... do we think that Congress’
judgment was infected by dislike, by fear, by animus and so
forth?” Kagan asked the attorney who was supporting the
law.

Student files
claim against
university

Poisoned
eagles in
better health

The News & Observer

The Seattle Times

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. —
Landen Gambill, the Un
iversity of North CarolinaChapel Hill student who
faces an honor court trial following her public allegations
of being raped by a fellow
student, filed a federal complaint accusing the university
of retaliation.
Gambill’s attorney wrote
a letter to UNC-CH Chancellor Holden Thorp, saying
the complaint had been filed
with the U.S. Department
of Education. It is already
investigating UNC-CH for
its handling of assault cases
following a complaint by
Gambill and several other
women. The university
is being reviewed by federal officials for possible
violations of the Clery Act, a
federal law requiring campuses to disclose crime info.

SEATTLE — Seven eagles
poisoned nearly to death
after feeding on euthanized
horse carcasses are expected
to be released this week.
The eagles are alert and
are being moved to outdoor
cages, said Mike Pratt, wildlife director at the West Sound
Wildlife Shelter on Bainbridge Island, Wash., which
cared for six of the eagles. The
shelter, funded by donations,
takes in wild animals of all
sorts that have been injured
or orphaned.
The shelter started getting
calls over the weekend about
first one eagle, then a second
found nearly dead. The six
birds — five juveniles and an
adult — were so ill they wereconvulsing, vomiting and
could not stand.
By Tuesday, even the sickest birds had revived.

Syrian groups
battle over
call for
Islamic state
McClatchy Newspapers

TAL ABYAD, Syria — Two
Syrian rebel groups — one
seeking an elected civil government, the other favoring
the establishment of a religious state — are battling
each other in the city of Tal
Abyad, on the border with
Turkey, in a sign of the tensions that are likely to rule
this country if the government of President Bashar
Assad falls.
Four people were killed
Sunday in fighting here
between the Farouq Battalions, which favors elections,
and Jabhat al-Nusra, or the
Nusra Front, which the United States has declared an
al-Qaida-affiliated terrorist
group. Since then, Farouq has
been massing men here in an
example of growing friction.

News
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Harrisonburg
City to shut down
intersection for
road repairs
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Protesting the pipeline

Activists openly challenge Sen. Mark Warner on his approval of the Keystone XL Pipeline

On Friday, Harrisonburg Public
Works will be closing down the intersection of High and Wolfe Streets for
construction.
Construction is set to start at 6 a.m.
and continue until the road-work is
completed.
Several bumps in the road will be
removed and smoothed out across
High Street The road will then be
repaved to make the road smooth.
Traffic on High Street will be
restricted to one lane for both the
north and south bound lanes.
More information can be found
online at www.harrisonburgva.gov.

Virginia
Gov. McDonnell
signs stricter voter
registration laws
Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell
approved several legislations from
Senate that will require all voters to
present a photo identification at the
polls, according to the Richmond
Times Dispatch.
McDonnell said on Tuesday that
he feels photo IDs are, “the best way
to make sure that the person that’s
appearing at the poll is in fact who
they say they are.”
The bill, set to go into action in July
of 2014, has to go through the U.S.
Department of Justice for approval.
McDonnell said that voters would
be able to get a free voters photo ID at
the registrar’s office.
Supporters of the bill say it will protect the integrity of the voting polls,
while opposition to the bill says that
it will make it difficult for minority and
elderly voters to reach the polls.

Virginia Port Authority
denies privatizing offers
The Virginia Port Authority refused
to privatise the state’s ports and coastal
terminals, refusing offers worth billions
of dollars, according to The Richmond
Times Dispatch.
In a unanimous decision, the Port
Authority board of commissions ended
discussions with companies wanting
to lease the ports for the next couple
decades.
The authority aims to consolidate
its programs and reduce costs by
restructuring the Virginia International Terminals and putting the authority
in more direct control.
Over $41 billion in revenue is
brought into the state through the Port
Authorities’ business, supporting over
345,000 jobs across the state.

By IJ CHAN
The Breeze

JMU students and Harrisonburg residents are joining the national fight against
the Keystone XL pipeline.
The 2,147 mile long Keystone XL pipeline
currently brings crude oil from Canada to
the U.S. Midwest. A 1,700-mile long extension would carry the oil through to Texas.
Many people nationwide are concerned that
the installation of the pipeline would bring
devastation to the environment by severely
polluting the air, water and soil with excessive carbon emissions.
On Friday, Sen. Mark Warner publicly
expressed support for Keystone XL’s construction. In response, local enviromental
groups including the Chesapeake Climate
Action Network, 350.org and the Sierra Club
organized a protest in downtown Harrisonburg to meet Warner as he came into town
for a business meeting at Clementine Cafe.
Emily Heffling, a campus organizer for
CCAN, said the event is actually part of a
series of planned protests that would follow
Virginia lawmakers like Warner around the
state and encourage them to give answers
and take action against the Keystone XL.
“It’s particularly important to target Sen.
Warner because he claims to support climate action and approving the Keystone
pipeline is not supporting climate action —
it’s the exact opposite,” Heffling said. “We’re
making sure he actually sticks to his word
and actually stands up for Virginians.”
Holding signs that read “No KXL Pipeline” and small miniature windmills, the
crowd circled around downtown on South

TRIXIE HADDON / THE BREEZE

TOP Protesters gathered yesterday afternoon to rally against the construction of the Keystone
XL Pipeline. BOTTOM Sen. Mark Warner stopped by downtown for a business meeting. He was
immediately surrounded by protesters who demanded answers regarding his support of the pipeline.

Main Street chanting “Hey, Sen. Warner, the
planet’s getting warmer.”
Upon Warner’s arrival, the crowd surrounded him to demand the reason behind
his vote. In his response, Warner began to
mention the State Department’s report on
the pipeline, which found that it would
“have no environmental harms.”
But the rest of his answer was drowned
out by protesters chanting, “Hey-hey, ho-ho,

Keystone Pipeline’s got to go.” Warner then
appointed his chief of staff, Luke Albee, to
lead an impromptu roundtable discussion
about the issue.
Albee led about 50 of the protesters into
a meeting room within the Massanutten
Regional Library. Participants were given
the chance to voice their concerns and ask
see PROTEST, page A4

SGA encourages transparency in campus affairs
Resolution promotes increased involvement and input from students and faculty in major university decisions
By ERIC GRAVES
The Breeze

TRIXIE HADDON / THE BREEZE

Matt Klein, student body president said that the SGA is focusing on making students’
voices heard and encouraging a transparent relationship with the JMU administration.

In the wake of presidential controversy at the University of Virginia over
the summer, JMU’s SGA is promoting
communication among students, faculty and education officials.
In February, SGA passed Senate Resolution 22, a bill specifically worded
to encourage “transparency of governance” in higher education.
The resolution was brought about
after U.Va. president Teresa Sullivan
stepped down after an alleged ousting
scheme by rector Helen Dragas in June
of last year.
Dragas allegedly met with the U.Va.
Board of Visitors behind closed doors
when this decision was made.
Matt Klein, student body president
of JMU, was contacted by the executive
council of U.Va. after the investigation of Sullivan’s resignation. He and
other Virginia universities were asked
to take on the initiative of promoting
transparency.
“We’ve seen how a lack of transparency at other universities can be
destructive,” Klein said. “We didn’t
want to take their initiative about their
university, so we asked how can we use
it for JMU.”
Speaker of the Faculty Senate David
McGraw believes JMU could definitely use more transparency in the
administration.
“When President [Jon] Alger was
hired, the presidential search was not
transparent,” McGraw said. “We were
not allowed to know anything until it
was already decided. It’s tricky, but I

think having more faculty involvement
and student voice would always be better in that type of situation.”
McGraw said that in the past the
administration has been much worse
on the transparency issue. He felt
that President Ronald Carrier usually
announced his decisions to the faculty
after they had been decided. President
Linwood Rose was more open, but
could have been better, he said.
“Alger, however, showed that he
really wants to be transparent with
everyone from day one,” he said.
“The first thing he did was more open
search for a new provost. The whole
community got to hear the candidates
speak and take everyone’s idea into
consideration.”
Student opinions aren’t always
taken into account in decisions made
by school administrators and state
government officials. Transparency
between these groups is what SGA
hopes to improve.
“We promote transparency every
day by being liaisons between administration and students,” said Shevy
Chaganti, junior international affairs
and Spanish double major. “We want
to make sure everyone knows where
students stand on things. There’s a lot
of lives that can be affected.”
Freshman Gina Moore believes
the initiative is worthwhile and that
involvement in this bill is in the best
interest of students.
“You want your students to feel like
they have an input in what the people
who run their lives and environments
will do,” Moore said. “If they say, ‘Hey I
don’t like this,’ they can do something

about it.”
Moore said the initiative will
encourage more people to be more
proactive in JMU’s dealings and delicate decisions.
“It’s good for us to know what’s
going on — in training to be citizens
of the United States,” she said. “College is a controlled setting, and here is
your chance to be an active citizen and
see how you will react to information
you’re given.”
Jessica Morris, a senior sociology
major and speaker of the Student Senate, said that the resolution was a way
for JMU to make the need for communication known on campus.
“Why wouldn’t students want to
know what was going on?” Morris
said. “Students have their rights just
as much as faculty to have their voices
heard. If they don’t know what’s going
on then that’s an injustice as a public
university.”
SGA isn’t doing anything specific
to forward the initiative, according to
Klein, but amplifying students voices
is a goal SGA is actively working on
promoting.
“As we are listening to administrators, we are listening to students,” Klein
said. “We are having several JMU Speak
opportunities across the campus. We
are bringing the student perspectives
to the different areas of government.”
Klein referenced the SGA town
hall meetings, open forums and
debates as all ways that SGA
is encouraging transparenc y.
CONTACT Eric Graves at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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MAYNARD | ’Not dead, can’t quit’ PROTEST | Group talks change
from front

“You can look at me and
tell that I was born just a little
bit different,” Maynard said.
“The nature of the excuses is
disabling. The only true disabilities that exist are the ones
we allow in our lives. That ‘why
‘question, why are we here on
this planet, is a powerful one.”
Born without hands and feet
from a condition known as
congential amputation, Maynard made history by climbing
to the “Roof of Africa,” Mt.
Kilimanjaro. He traveled with
several experienced climbers
and his best friend on a twoweek trek to the peak of the
mountain.
“For the first few days it
was all right, I was having fun
and joking around with my
friends,” Maynard said. “Then
around the fifth day, my arms
and legs were swollen from
crawling up the mountain. I
didn’t think I could make it.”
Wearing specialty ice picks
and snowshoes on his limbs,
Maynard said that he became
too tired to secure his picks
firmly and fell down the ice. He
was saved by one of his fellow
climbers.
Maynard explained that the
trip to the top of Mt. Kilimanjaro was more than just a world
record. He had met a mother
while on the road whose son
was killed in combat saving
other Marines.
“She made me promise to
bring her son’s ashes to the
summit,” Maynard said. “I

cried myself to sleep some
nights because I thought I was
going to break that promise. I
kept going, chanting a mantra
I learned from a Navy SEAL,
‘Not dead, can’t quit.’ And
finally, I reached the top.”
Gina Oddi, a senior kinesiology major, volunteered to
help with the presentation.
One of her friends required
ODS assistance after a surgery
two summers ago, something
that helped her connect better
with Maynard.
“Just hearing someone’s
story with a disability and
hearing about them doing
something that epic is just
awesome,” Oddi said. “It’s different seeing someone who
was born with the disability
and seeing how they overcame it. It’s really cool to see
that they aren’t at all different
from anyone else.”
Maynard was inspired and
driven by his parents to be as
independent as possible. He
remembers some of the hardest challenges he faced were
in his early life and childhood.
“When I was 10 years old,
my family made a big move,”
Maynard said. “I didn’t make
friends right away, I was bullied a bit. I felt very alone and
isolated. I would cry myself
to sleep and think, ‘Am I ever
going to be able to live on my
own? Will I be dependent on
my family forever?’”
Starting when he was 11,
Maynard joined the wrestling
team. Using ground techniques, he eventually went

on to win 36 varsity wrestling
matches his senior year of high
school, defeating several state
champions.
Kristina Mohler, a first-year
sport and recreation leadership graduate student, said
the presentation inspired her
to take Maynard’s influence to
heart.
“He was very passionate
about the things he was talking about,” Mohler said. “As he
said, you really have to find
your ‘why’ and not make any
more excuses.”
When Maynard was 15, he
still had to be dressed by his
parents. He described the first
time he put on his socks by
himself, a process that took
almost 45 minutes.
Maynard talked about how
he has adapted to his disability and is able to do many tasks
someone without a disability
can, including driving, texting,
writing and exercising.
Maynard challenged the
crowd to think of one excuse
that they had used in the past
that prevented them from
doing something they wanted
to do.
“We want to go out and
change the world,” Maynard
said. “What limits do actually exist? Unless we get rid
of all of the excuses, we will
never get anywhere. How different would this campus be
if everyone here said, ‘Today
these excuses die in my seat?’”
CONTACT Eric Graves at
breezenews@gmail.com.

DISABILITY | ODS relocating
from front

students about the campus’
accessibility,” said Moran, who
has cerebral palsy.
He said he’s excited for
future innovations so prospective students will choose JMU
for its accessibility.
Emily Taylor is the president
of Harrisonburg’s Best Buddies
chapter, an international nonprofit organization that works
with individuals with intellectual disabilities by developing
personal relationships. Taylor,
a senior inclusive early childhood major, believes that there
can be negative impressions

when people talk about those
who are disabled.
“It’s called ‘people-first’ language whenever you are saying
anything about someone with
any type of disability,” Taylor
said. “They are a ‘person who
has autism’ instead of an ‘autistic person.’”
Keri Vandeberg, a sophomore social work major, works
as one of three peer access
advocates who are also registered with the disabilities
office.
Peer access advocates serve
as mentors for students registered with the office and are in
charge of publicity, including

organizing disabilities awareness week, according to
Vandeberg.
“Our disabilities services is
the best thing that ever happened to me as a person with
a disability,” Vandeberg said.
When she returns to visit
JMU she wants to see acceptance of diversity, but especially
direct action.
“It’s important to take that
extra step and hold that door
open for someone in a chair,
not just be OK with them being
in a chair,” Vandeberg said.
CONTACT Garin Pappas at
pappasgj@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Luke Albee, Sen. Warner’s chief of staff, met with a group of about 50 protesters in the Massanutten
Regional Library. He assured the group that he would take their concerns to Warner after the meeting.
from page A3

questions, all of which would
go to Warner through Albee.
Environmental activist April
Moore said the issue of climate
change and the pipeline isn’t
just a Virginia-exclusive battle.
“It affects everything we care
about,” Moore said. “So whatever we care about, we should
care about climate change.”
Moore said the State Department report Warner had
previously referred to was actually funded and conducted by
companies who have an interest in the Keystone Pipeline,
and so it was biased and unfair.
Ruth Jost of Harrisonburg
said the installation of the
pipeline is wrong, adding that
allowing the the construction of the pipeline is just as
immoral.
“The XL Pipeline actually
involves bringing filthy oils into
great numbers,” Jost said. “Even
if we think there’s somebody
else who will do the immoral
thing, that’s not a reason for us
to do the immoral thing.”
The pipeline, Jost said, is only
one of the many environmental issues that need immediate
attention like global warming.

According to Jost, the climate temperature is predicted
by scientists to increase by six
degrees within the next 100
years. This, she said, can’t be
compatible with human life
,and efforts to stop it have been
long overdue.
“It is happening now, it is
accelerating now and we are
accelerating it,” Jost said. “We
have to have political leaders
who are looking at that reality.
We won’t make it if people like
Mark Warner don’t stand up.”
Joy Loving of Grottoes said
having Warner’s support is crucial to having the movement go
forward.
“Sen. Warner is in a unique
position in bringing Virginia
together and the Senate,” Loving said. “He’s got a very strong
voice and that’s why I’m here
today, to ask him, ‘Please lead
on this.’ We need him.”
Bruce Ritchie, a landscaper
from Criders, Va., thinks that
Americans should return to a
simpler lifestyle for the sake
of the environment and stop
recklessly wasting and using
energy.
“Society should get back to
carpooling. Now we’ve gotten
into all these bad habits — we

drive on a whim just about anywhere,” Ritchie said. “We’ve
really got to turn these bad
habits around. It’s no easy task,
but we haven’t even started yet.
We’re in pretend mode — that
our old ways will continue to
work and they won’t.”
Elise Benusa, a senior international affairs major ,said JMU
needs to do a better job of educating students about climate
issues.
“I think there’s a lot more
that we can do and I think it
has to do with education — I
don’t think we’re very good at
educating our students,” Benusa said. “We should all have to
take a mandatory environmental class that’s interactive and
relative.”
She added that environmental issues like the pipeline
should draw the concern of the
the whole JMU community.
“If everyone breathes air
and drinks water, then everyone should be coming here
and knowing about this issue,”
Benusa said. “It’s about our kids
and our kids’ future. It’s really, to me, all very connected.”
CONTACT IJ Chan at
breezenews@gmail.com.

THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS CONGRATULATE ITS OUTSTANDING STUDENTS FOR 2013!

Highest Academic Achievement Award
Katherine E. Brown
Dean’s Outstanding Senior Recognition Award
Biology Department
Chelsea L. Cockburn
Biotechnology
Laura N. Lorenz
Chemistry & Biochemistry Department
Michael A. Metrick
Geology & Environmental Science Department
Ryan P Santry
Mathematics & Statistics Department
Katherine E. Brown
Physics & Astronomy Department
B. Kyle Eskridge
Department of Biology
Tri-Beta Outstanding Junior Award
Joseph A. Balsamo Courtney A. Matson
Margaret A. Gordon Memorial Scholarship
Joanna P. Gardiner Sinead L. Gilmore
Bejan A. Rasoul
Michael A. Metrick
Jessica A. Holland Lena M. Husnay
Laura N. Lorenz Lauren L. Siewertsz
Peter T. Nielsen Award for Botanical Studies
Jamie D. Smith
Norlyn L. Bodkin Scholarship for Arboretum
and Botanical Field Studies
Jessie J. Ward
Excellence in Biology
Taylor B. Evans
Kassin W. Rahawi
Seana P. Sears Lauren L. Siewertsz
Jonah K. William
Excellence in Teaching
Joseph A. Balsamo
Chelsea L. Cockburn
Phillip R. Gray
Lena M/ Husnay
Andrew M. Montgomery McKenzie R. Quinn
Christopher D. Romeo
Amber B. Sauder
Lauren M. Schulte
Jane E. Welch
Excellence in Service
Chelsea L. Cockburn
Excellence in Biotechnology
Michael A. Metrick
Russell D. Green

Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry
R. D. Cool Award
Matthew R. Dent
J. W. Chappell Scholarship
Austin T. Muetterties
D. S. Amenta Award
Fay H. Crawshaw
F. A. Palocsay Award in Undergraduate Research
Michael A. Metrick
Service Award
Daniel J. Moon
J. W. Chappell Award
Eric M. Vess
American Institute of Chemists
Skylar N. White
Degesch America Award
Caroline J. Campbell
ACS Award
Alisa A. Leavesley
Hypercube Scholar
Karen M. Corbett
Liberty Casali Memorial Scholarship Fund
Caroline J. Campbell
ACS – Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry
Rima Janusziewicz
ACS – Undergraduate Award in Environmental Chemistry
Michael E. Pettit
POLYED Undergraduate Award in Organic Chemistry
Matthew R. Dent
ACS – Undergraduate Award in Inorganic Chemistry
Duane C. Bock
Department of Geology & Environmental Science
W. T. Harnsberger Scholarship
Olvia McClay
Philip R. Cosminsky Award
Jessica Antos Meredith Butler
Catherine King-Frazier Scholarship
Caroline Robinson
W. A. Tarr Award
Meghan Moss
W. Cullen Sherwood Outstanding Senior Award
Brittany Sacco
William Frangos Memorial Endowment in Geophysics
& Quantitative Environmental Geology
Doug Jones
Alison MacDonald Doherty Scholarship
Jillian Browning Katie McConahy
Tim Kropp
Most Promising Earth Science Teacher Award
Daniela DeCarlo
The Cullen Sherwood Scholarship
Katie McConahy
The Roddy Amenta Scholarship
Katie McConahy
Alumni Field Course Scholarship
Rachel Hoar Derek Guzman

Department of Mathematics & Statistics
Ikenberry Award
Katherine E. Brown
Statistics Minor Award
Emily B. Cate
Amy Vess Crizer Applied Mathematics Award
Theresa M. Dalmut
Statistics Major Award
Keith W. Zirkle
Future Mathematics Teacher Award
Katherine E. Brown
Elisha A. Hiser
IDLS Mathematics Award
Kathryn E. Brittingham
Mathematics and Statistics Research Awards
Tyesha N. Hall
Theresa M. Dalmut
Jennifer E. Roth Lauren M. Taylor
Department of Physics & Astronomy
Outstanding Senior Physics Major
B. Kyle Eskridge
Outstanding Junior Physics Major
Denise E. McKaig
Physics Department Research Award
James J. Corcoran Joshua T. Jarrell
Physics Department Service Award
Nathan E. DiDomenico
Physics Department Teaching Award
Nicholas A. Hagans
Henry W. Leap Scholarship
Danile G. Votaw
Alumni/Faculty and Serway Scholarships
Nicholas A. Hagans Emil R. Christensen
Bryan C. Isherwood
Planetarium Service Award
Jami L. Dodenhoff
College of Science and Mathematics 2012-2013 Award Recipients
Elizabeth McConnell Bliss Endowment for Undergraduate Research
Michael Ferras
Dawson Math/Science Scholarship
Elisha A. Hiser Deelan Jalil
Judith R. Hoffman Science & Mathematics Scholarship
Katherine E. Brown Mary K. Garbarini
B. Kyle Eskridge
Ryan P. Santry
Courtney Wardwell
Frances Hughes Pitts Memorial Scholarship
Taryn Boyle
Caroline J. Campbell
Daniela E. DiCarlo
Lauren Gill
Alisa A. Leavesley Margaret Maruschak
Cynthia McGrath
Denise E. McKaig
Amanda Wright
Jeffrey E. Tickle ’90 Family Endowment
in Science & Mathematics
Matthew R. Dent
Nathan DiDomenico
Caroline Hollingsworth
Seong J. Kim
Adrian Lam
Anthony Maldonado
Amanda Miller
Rebecca Patterson
Dinesh Sharma
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A fond farewell

Maddie Wigle

Chase Kiddy
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Departing staff members reminisce on their time at The Breeze

Margie Currier

Torie Foster

Jeff Wade

Greer Drummond

Laken Smith

What the hell am I going to do now?
I find it hard to reflect back on my
time at The Breeze because I feel like
I’ve been working here forever (I guess
almost four years is sort of like forever). I’m pretty
sure I’ll have a
mental breakdown come
my last day at
the paper.
J e f f : Yo u
were one of my
first friends at
The Breeze . I
will always admire your honesty, your
intelligence and wit, but also your
empathy. Also, I will always admire
your gravel-y voice.
Margie: I don’t think I can express
how much I appreciate the work you’ve

done, not just because you’re talented,
but because you put so much energy
into everything you do, and always with
a smile.
Greer: Your consistently positive
attitude amazes me and inspires me
each day. You came in and gave it your
all every day, and it means so much to
me that you did. Laken: You didn’t work
here quite as long as most, but even
in such little time, you made a huge
impact. I will miss hearing your bubbly laugh on Sundays and Wednesdays.
Anne: I am so proud of everything
you’ve accomplished in such a short
time at The Breeze, and I know you
will only do great things as you lead
The Breeze and Port & Main. Dylan:
You are one of the kindest people I’ve
met, and you’re also almost always one

Are we having pizza today?
When I first started writing
this, it was hard to find the words
to begin.
I thought
about
delving into
my past and
describing a
picturesque
scene of my
-year-old
self, reading
The Breeze on the Quad.
Then it sounded stupid.
I realized this little snippet
of words isn’t for me, but for the
people I’ve spent so much time
with for the past year at The Breeze.
Sure, not every lunch day is
pizza day and sometimes all I want
to do is take a nap on my desk, but
this quirky little newsroom has
become my second home, and my
coworkers my family.
I want to thank all of you for
everything you’ve taught me and
tell you that I truly cherish the
friends I’ve made. Working at The

Breeze has been one of the most
rewarding experiences during my
time at JMU. It’s not always easy,
but there is much more joy than
aggravation.
I’ll miss all your sharp punny
tongues and office pranks played.
Greer — you’re my girl. Sean — I
couldn’t have asked for a greater
friend. Jeff — you’re my twin
separated at birth. Torie — you’re
purfect. Chase — I can’t wait to
read your books. Anne and Dylan
— you’ve got to love them. Maddie
— you’re my mountain soul sister.
Jessica — go for the knees, kid. And
the rest of my motley crew — you
are all brilliant and I want to tell
you how much I love you and have
enjoyed working with all of you.
Stay cool and never change.

Margie Currier
Design Editor

Editorial
Policies

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

I tried to write something
touching and clever, but perhaps
I’m not as
emotional
or funny
as I think
I am. In
lieu of a
column,
here’s
some
advice I’ve
gathered from being a student at
JMU, working at The Breeze and
life in general.
You can be too drunk at a
tailgate. Do your laundry and
buy groceries. If you don’t have
a meal plan, get FLEX or Dining
Dollars. Go hiking as often as
possible and bring a map. Call a
cab when you need one.
Pick up after your pets. Don’t
throw away your Mappy. Take the
bus for a semester. Say “hello”
and “thank you” to housekeepers
and maintenance workers. Stick
with jobs and projects you’ve

committed to. Hold the door
open for the person behind you.
If you open a bar tab, close it.
Over tip breakfast waitresses. Go
to the Arboretum and on-campus
art galleries. Visit the Rt.  Potato
Chip factory. Make your bed
and look up the weather every
morning.
Also, thank you to all of The
Breeze staff : Brad, Martha,
Charlene, the ads staff and ad
designers! Editorial dawgs: I love
you all, you’ve been my rock
this year and our camaraderie
shows every production day and
budget meeting. Good luck to
the incoming staff and to those
graduating. Margie, you’re my
hobo for life.
May the force be with you,
always.

Greer Drummond
Life Editor

See ya later, y’all

Now, to The Breeze staff : I am
well aware that I drive you all crazy
and that there have likely been
numerous plots to kill me. I thank
you for settling on merely replacing
me with a tree from time to time.
Anne, you’ve been a great sport
about keeping me honest, even if
you have a maddening tendency to
blunt all my best one-liners.
Margie, I don’t know how you’ll
survive without my early-evening
backrubs; I’m not sure how I’ll
survive without you.
Last, a heartfelt thank you to
my co-editor, Wayne Epps Jr. I had
serious reservations when you
became editor just two or three
weeks into your freshman year of
college. But I couldn’t have been
more wrong — you’re  times
the journalist that I will ever be. I
honestly couldn’t have asked for
a better partner to close out my
college career.

Chase Kiddy
Sports Editor

“The Quad” is always
capitalized, but majors aren’t.
Adviser is spelled with an ‘e’ and
contractions
are
encouraged.
As the
life editor,
I’ve learned
a lot about
“Breeze
style.” And
it’s more
than a rule found in the AP
stylebook.
It’s knowing that staff members
are frequently referred to by their
section instead of their first name,
and knowing that on Wednesdays,
we prefer pizza to lo mein.
It’s teamwork and drive. It’s
an energy. It’s a passion for the
process, not just the product.
And it’s a love for people — in
the newsroom, at JMU and in the
Harrisonburg community.
And even though Breeze style
insists on avoiding clichés, I have
to say I’ve been so motivated and
inspired by the people I’ve worked
with at The Breeze.

Torie, you’re a boss. And not
just literally. Jeff, I may or may
not miss your random, circular
banter during budget meetings.
Margie, I have never admired
someone’s spirit as much as I do
yours. Dylan, I wish I’d known you
were so briliant in Grundmann’s
class. Anne, you grew from a baby
spruce to an old majestic oak.
Jessica, a pat for being blinddatable. Chase, my bracket is still
better than yours. And Greer, I
couldn’t have done it — any of it
— without you.
To y’all and the rest: As a
latecomer to the team, I’m only
sorry I didn’t know you all sooner.
I will quickly forget how to
use InDesign (just as quickly as
I forgot what a “lazy Sunday” felt
like), but I’ll always remember the
privilege of knowing, and more
importantly, feeling, true Breeze
style.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

been more than just an adviser to me;
you’ve been a mentor and a friend.
Thanks for listening and for the riveting manager’s meetings.
To the incoming staff : Best of luck!
Take advantage of your time here, learn
constantly and enjoy yourselves. One
day, it’ll be over and you won’t know
what to do with yourself.
Of course, I’ll always be nearby if
you need me. Just look for the girl sobbing around campus on Sundays and
Wednesdays.

meticulousness. Also, your ability to
speak in accents.
Chase: What can I say aside from
sorry about the paper cut? Seriously,
though, you’re a gifted writer, and I
can only see great things in your future.
Wayne: I see a lot of drive in you, which
is becoming rare in the world, and you
have so much talent. I’m excited to see
what you’ll do.
Maddie: Your positivity and love of
life is infectious, and they’re things that
will always inspire me. Thanks for the
rides and trips to Dukes! Bradford: I will
seriously miss your incessant energy
and your laughter. You’re one-of-akind, my friend!
Thanks to Charlene, Martha, Mike
and Roger for everything you’ve done
for me and for The Breeze. Brad: You’ve

May the force be with you

Just a guy, living the dream
I will never forget my first “oh,
s---” moment working with The
Breeze. I was grabbing a drink
with friends
at Dave’s
early last
year when
another
JMU student
came up
to me and
asked me
for an
autograph. Me. He and his dad read
my sports commentary column
every week and he recognized me
from my headshot in the paper.
It’s moments like those that stay
with you when you write for public
consumption like I have these past
two years. I am so appreciative of
anyone who’s ever read my columns
or built me up to be anything more
than what I am —just a guy that
loves to watch sports and talk about
stuff, on or away from the barstool.
I’m obligated here to pass
along a special thanks to David
Barton, Carleigh Davis and Traci
Zimmerman, without whom none
of this would be possible.

of the last people here. Your dedication
is astounding.
IJ: Keep doing your thing. You’re a
rock star, and your perseverance will
take you far. Eric and Liz: Learn as
much as possible from IJ, and keep
working hard.
Sean: I have always admired your
natural leadership skills and your quiet
determination to do your very best. Just
don’t forget about Torie Foster Pumped
Up Kicks when you become a successful editor-in-chief. Matt: Ehhh, I guess
you’re OK. Just kidding; I have always
enjoyed our conversations, and I so
appreciate your positive attitude and
your willingness to help out, always.
Jessica: Your tweets will always
entertain me. I appreciate your unique
perspective on the world and your
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Torie Foster
Editor-in-chief

How I managed
to manage
There’s a line in the exquisite
Dismemberment Plan’s song “The City”
that has for the last four years always
elicited a chuckle
from me.
As lead singer
Travis Morrison
contemplates
where he fits
into modern
life, among the
angst that only
comes with being
uncertain in your mid s, he drolly
intones that he “Feels like the breeze
could pick me up and carry me away.”
He had no way of knowing how true
that was.
I’ve been involved with The Breeze
from the moment that I stepped onto
campus. What followed was a four-year
whirlwind filled with dozens of articles
and hundreds of issues that have added
up to the most essential experience of
my college career.
Everything I’ve done here in this
seemingly-quiet office, hidden away in
a far away corner of campus, has made
me a better writer and a better person,
with almost everything meaningful I’ve
learned at college has come from here.
Of course the late hours have forged
some of the best friendships that you
could ever ask for. I couldn’t even begin
to list them all, but everyone from my
first, patient editors Drew Beggs and
Rachel Doizer, partner in crime Laura
Weeks, the adjective-defying Robert
Boag, design extraordinaire Margie
Currier and the incomparable editor-inchief Torie Foster are just some of the
few that have made every production
day and budget meeting a treat.
And of course my adored Jen Faherty,
who has put up with frustrations and
complications that come with working
anywhere for four years. And that isn’t
even counting everyone who has given
my carless self a ride in the last four
years.
There’s little I can offer to the new
staff in terms of advice. You’ll all figure
that out on your own. But go ahead. Let
it carry you away.

Laken Smith
Life Editor

Jeff Wade
Managing Editor
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CAROLINE KELLY | piece of mind

Death to DOMA: The Supreme Court needs to end it

With only five votes necessary to overturn this discriminatory bill, it’s time for the court to start uniting America instead of dividing it
In the midst of the protests
happening this week, one thing
is clear: It’s time for the Supreme
Court to take down DOMA.
In , the Clinton
administration signed DOMA, the
Defense of Marriage Act, striking
a heavy blow against marriage
equality. The bill limited federal
benefits to homosexual couples,
which, among other things, meant
that even in states where gay
marriage is now legal, those couples
still don’t get all the same rights
and benefits as a straight married
couple.
Edith Windsor found that out in
 when her partner of more than
 years died after a long battle with
multiple sclerosis. She was treated
as the executor of the state, rather
than the surviving spouse, and had
to pay more than $, in estate
taxes.
Even though the couple had been
married in Canada and lived in New

DARTS

York, one of only nine states where
gay marriage is legal, Windsor
was hit with estate taxes that the
surviving spouse of a straight
marriage would have been exempt
from, thanks to DOMA. So she
took it to court on the grounds that
DOMA represents unconstitutional
discrimination.
This is something that has been
going on for far too long, and
with only five votes necessary to
overturn it, now is the time to put
an end to it.
How did a discriminatory law
that allows some citizens their
legal rights, and denies them
others manage to last so long in
the first place? A law that looks at
two couples and slaps one grieving
widow with more than a quartermillion-dollar fine while allowing
the other to inherit without it isn’t
just.
Another equally intolerable part
of DOMA is that it gives states that

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “look-both-ways” dart to all
the pedestrians who cross in the
middle of the road without giving
so much as a glance to traffic.
From a driver who was able to
avoid you but might not be so lucky
next time.
A “nice” pat to the kind stranger
in the parking lot who saw me
struggling to get ice off my
windshield, offered to help and
took his time to make sure my car
was -percent ice free.
From a woman who is now
convinced chivalry still exists.
A “thanks-for-making-mylunch-better” pat to the guy

playing some great songs to the
people eating and relaxing in TDU
last Friday.
From a girl who enjoyed singing
along to “Wagon Wheel” with you
and practically the whole audience.
A “she-said-yes!” pat to my
fiancée for accepting my proposal
on the Kissing Rock.
From an alumnus who is ecstatic
that the Kissing Rock tradition held
true.
A “respect-other-people’ssnow-day” dart to the guys in the
intense snowball fight on the Quad.
From a group of really unhappy
women who were just trying to

don’t allow gay marriage the legal
standing not to recognize any gay
marriages, even those carried out
in other states. Last I checked,
we were supposed to be a nation
“with liberty and justice for all,” not
“liberty and justice for only some
people in certain places.”
Can you imagine how ridiculous
it would be if some states suddenly
decided to stop legally recognizing
driver’s licenses from other states?
If you were suddenly pulled over
and subjected to a ticket for driving
without one, even when you had
that same perfectly valid license in
your hand?
A marriage license and a driver’s
license are both government-issued
documents that allow you to do
certain things. Why should one be
given less legal recognition than the
other?
DOMA’s very defining
principle is discriminatory and
unconstitutionally rooted in

build a snowman and got caught
in the crossfire.
A “thank-you-don’t-comeagain” dart to the Chinese
restaurant down the street for
messing up our lo mien order,
trying to make us pay twice for
the original order, then showing
up awkwardly five minutes later
to ask for the beef and broccoli
back.
From a hungry college student
who hopes you don’t try to resell
that to another hungry student.
An “I-saw-that” dart to the tall
blonde leaving Market One with
some “free” coffee.
From a Duke who knows karma
will strike soon enough.
A “that’s-the-Duke-Dog-way”
pat to the Good Samaritan who
turned in my JACard before I
even realized it was lost.
From a junior who is the middle
of a sea of projects and is grateful
she didn’t have to worry about a

Last I checked, we
were supposed to be
a nation “with liberty
and justice for all,” not
“liberty and justice
for only some people
in certain places.”
religious bias. There’s no legal
reason to assert that marriage
should mirror the Christian
heteronormative ideal. A samesex marriage, a straight marriage, a
Christian marriage, Hindu marriage
or Atheist marriage may differ
wildly, but they all have one thing
in common: a legal document
allowing them the same rights.
When one group is receiving less of
those, something has gone wrong
with the system.

lost card on top of it all.
A “best-wishes” pat to all of the
outgoing editors at The Breeze.
From a freshman who’s thankful
to have gotten the opportunity to
work with you.
A “look-at-your-life-look-atyour-choices” dart to the guy I
heard saying he dropped a class
he was failing and that he doesn’t
care.
From a student whose parents
would kill her if she ever thought
about dropping a class this late in
the semester.
A “summer-come-soon” dart to
all of the cold weather.
From a woman who is longing
for the sunshine and short shorts.
A “you’re-my-favorite-couple”
pat to the Quad Cats.
From a woman who saw you
cuddling the other day and wishes
her boyfriend was that sweet.

Paul Clement, representing
the Bipartisan Legal Advisory
Group, has been defending
the law. He fears that DOMA’s
defeat “would harm the House’s
concrete interests by permanently
nullifying its passage of DOMA and
subjecting future legislative action
to a heightened standard of equal
protection review.” Oh, no. How
terrible.
Who would want to live in a world
where laws are held to a higher
standard of equality for all citizens,
instead of favoring only some for
arbitrary and legally questionable
reason? That would be a disaster.
The outcome of the case seems
quietly optimistic. Overturning
DOMA wouldn’t be the finish line,
but it’s definitely a checkpoint on the
way there.
Caroline Kelly is a senior English
major. Contact Caroline at
kellyce@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “remember-me-fondly” pat to
my family.
From a student who is spending
his first Easter away from home
and will be heating up some
Ramen noodles instead of a homecooked ham.
A “gee-whiz-mister” dart to the
man who said my skirt was too
short and I should put on some
pants.
From a woman who is pretty
sure it isn’t the s anymore.
An “I-can’t-believe-you-didthat” dart to the guy who chewed
the cap of the pen I let him
borrow.
From the woman who gave you
a death glare when you handed it
back.
A “really?” dart to the couple I
saw making out on a bench in the
mall.
From a hopeless romantic whose
idea of the perfect date isn’t going
at it in front of dozens of people.

Visit Our Website to View Our Full Weekly Ad!

$1.99

$2.99

Toufayan
Bagels
6ct

Breyer’s
Ice Cream
48oz

$1.00

$2.99

Knorr Pasta
or Rice Sides
3.8-5.8oz

Nutella Hazelnut
Spread
13oz

$6.99
Dunkin Donuts
Coffee
11-12oz

We will be closed Easter Sunday, March 31.
*Valid 2012-2013 School Year. Excludes Special Orders,
Catering, Delivery Orders and Gift Cards

$1.00
Scotties
Facial Tissues
60-120ct
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Only the

Finest Foods

in Town

Student Org Dinner?
Come to L’italia, and we’ll donate
proceeds to a cause of your choice!

For your events, check out our

Family Dinners to Go

540.433.0961

815 E. Market St.

Voted

Best Italian Restaurant
www.litalia-restaurant.com

Open
27 Years

facebook.com/shopvalleymall

Life

get cookin’, spring chickens!
See Emily’s recipes at breezejmu.org.

Editors Greer Drummond & Laken Smith Email breezearts@gmail.com
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Prepping for the blaze
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foodie on a dime

Spring
clean eating
The cool temperatures and snow
may not exactly scream “spring,” but
the longer and warmer days are here,
and spring crops
are popping up.
Produce like
spring onions,
ar ugula, kale,
carrots and asparagus are showing
up on tables at
the farmers market again. The
increasing availability of a wider variety of fresh, local produce makes this
the perfect time of year to reconnect
with healthy eating and take advantage
of the plentiful harvests the Shenandoah Valley has to offer.
The Harrisonburg Farmers Market
will go back to its longer hours starting
April 2 with its Tuesday market from 7
a.m. to 1 p.m. It will also be open from
7 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturdays again,
instead of the winter hours of 9 a.m.
to noon.
The spring vegetables make it easier
to move away from the comfort foods
of winter and into the lighter, refreshing meals of spring and summer.
Here are a couple of my favorite recipes to make as the weather warms up.

Risotto with asparagus,
lemon, peas and parsley

Risotto is a type of Italian rice that
you cook in a broth to make it smooth
and creamy. It’s great with any type of
vegetable mixed in, and maybe some
bacon or ham if you want to add something extra. The combo of the creamy
rice with the fresh spring vegetables is
a good way to bridge the gap between
winter and spring.

Roasted potatoes and
spring vegetables

Potatoes, whether sweet, fingerling,
red or the traditional Yukon gold, are
typically available year-round at the
market. Roast some in the oven with
spring produce like garlic, carrots and
onions and you’ve got a quick and
simple meal. If you mix in some goat
cheese when it’s warm out of the oven,
it’ll be even better.
James chung / The Breeze

TOP HFD Station 1 is located on Maryland Avenue across from Keister Elementary School. It is one of four stations in Harrisonburg. LEFT An antique
fire extinguisher from 1940 decorates the station entryway. RIGHT Luke Walker exits the firetruck before attending an in-classroom training session.

A closer look at the training, protocols and obstacles local firefighters face daily
By Julian Kline
contributing writer

Three short tones, the emergency medical
type, an address and an alarm. They need to
get to the scene in fewer than six minutes.
Last year, Station 1 of the Harrisonburg Fire
Department, across from Keister Elementary
on Central Avenue, had 3,034 calls, coming
out to about eight a day. Of those calls, 1,101
were for the ladder truck and 1,933 were for
the fire engine — not that there’s always a fire.
“There was that time we got a cow out of an
underground water vault,” said firefighter Ian
Rudolph. “Awhile back there was this charter
bus on 81 at 4 a.m., and no one spoke English.
That one was pretty crazy.”
Lt. Rick Manning began volunteering in
1974 and has been a full-time firefighter for
34 years.
“I worked in a factory once for three
months — it just wasn’t for me,” Manning

said.
The hard work of firefighting is more than
physical; the emotional burden of helping
people through their crisis is a challenge in
itself.
“When you do this job you separate yourself out,” Manning said. “Even though we
deal with people, they’re objects. They can
be screaming in pain but you can’t hear it,
you pull up and do your job. Kids are worse
than adults, though.”
Rudolph said they don’t like to talk about
calls that aren’t “nice to see.”
There are four fire stations in Harrisonburg, each with people assigned to a 24-hour
shift every three days. There isn’t much
downtime for firefighters. There’s assigned
cleaning, required cardio (30 minutes a day),
keeping up the equipment, then three kinds
of daily training: fire, HAZMAT and emergency medical.

The maintenance and training is put to the
test with occasional field tests where buildings are purposefully burned down to allow
firemen to learn how to control the blaze.
JMU sometimes offers newly purchased,
soon-to-be demolished buildings to the HFD
for such learning opportunities.
Putting fires out requires a massive amount
of resources in addition to the firefighters’
energy. Fighting a fire requires a virtually
endless supply of water. When there isn’t a
hydrant, they draft water from any nearby
lake or swimming pool.
“The water tanks need to stay full at all
times,” said firefighter Shawn Brown. “That’s
500 gallons, and when we pump from a
hydrant or drafting, it goes at about 1,500
gallons per minute.”
But water isn’t the only thing you’ll find
see HFD, page B2

Grilled cheese with
arugula and tomato

While local tomatoes won’t be
ready until the middle of the hot summer months, arugula and other greens
are available now. Grilled cheese is
extremely versatile so you can really
use whatever you have in your fridge,
but the bitterness of the arugula makes
a nice contrast with your favorite
cheese.

Salad with kale,
parmesan cheese, lemon
and red pepper

Kale has gotten a lot of attention
recently as a super food because it
packs a lot of nutrients into a serving.
Any combination of kale, nuts, cheese
and other fresh produce make a great,
light spring dinner.

Pizza crackers

If you don’t have dough or know
where to buy it, this option lets you
enjoy pizza without the hassle. You
can put your favorite ingredients on
top and either drizzle it with some olive
oil or a little bit of pasta sauce.
Emily Winters is a senior media
arts and design and sociology
double major. Contact Emily at
winterer@dukes.jmu.edu.

Album Review

Different Strokes for different folks
By Jack Knetemann
The Breeze

The Strokes may have changed
their perspective, but it’s still seen
through a pair of aviators.
While most bands nowadays
busy themselves with finding a
vibe or an aesthetic, The Strokes
have a personality. On “Comedown
Machine,” each song, even the
disparate ones, is played with so
much nonchalance it’s hard to
imagine the band members weren’t
lying on the floor while recording it.
The Strokes, especially guitarists
Nick Valensi and Albert Hammond
Jr., are virtuosos of their craft, but
virtuosos don’t normally sound this
relaxed. It takes finesse to make the
busy guitar lines found on “Chances”
breathe. The guitarists make each

The Strokes

Comedown Machine

Released March 26

track interesting, especially the
delicate “80s Comedown Machine.”
The Strokes have always been
somewhat casual, but “Comedown
Machine” finds the band exploring
areas far from its mid-tempo
sweet spot. The album features a
ballad, “Chances,” that finds singer
Julian Casablancas bordering on
sentimental. This is a different
approach for the often aloof singer,
especially in the falsetto he uses in
“Chances” and in “One Way Trigger.”
Casablancas’ performance sums
up the strengths and weaknesses of
the album. He’s a magnetic singer,
one that doesn’t have to put in

much work to command attention.
“Comedown Machine” remains
purposeful throughout, but it never
quite brings it on home. Casablancas
remains in control while expanding
beyond his usual range, even if the
new turns can’t quite manage to
capture the urgency of The Strokes’
classic albums “Is This It?” and
“Room on Fire.”
The Strokes will probably never lose
their cool, but the band isn’t afraid to
make mistakes. “One Way Trigger” is
built around a synth that sounds more
like mariachi music than garage rock,
but the band places the bizarre effect
within its constantly propulsive rhythm
section, and it works. There’s only one
strange turn that’s a dud: the closer,
“Call it Fate, Call it Karma.” “Karma”
sees The Strokes attempting something
close to gypsy jazz, an undertaking

courtesy of rca records

The Strokes have released five albums since 2001’s “The Modern Age” EP.

that works about as poorly as the idea
sounds.
It’s a scatterbrained record, but
The Strokes are comfortable juggling
guises. Though their gambles don’t
always hit the jackpot, they remain
in control through it all. Some fans
may wish that The Strokes had stayed
closer to their defined sound, but

“Under Cover of Darkness” isn’t
going anywhere. It’s a necessary
and refreshing move for the band to
expand. On “Comedown Machine,”
The Strokes managed to branch out
while staying true to themselves.
Contact Jack Knetemann at
knetemjw@dukes.jmu.edu.
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HFD | ‘It’s like my
second family here’

james chung / The Breeze

Firefighters use the kitchen to make meals during 24-hour shifts.
from page B1

Sean cassidy and Becky Sullivan / The Breeze

A snowy start to spring

Sunday and Monday’s snowstorm was a pleasant surprise for many. Students tapped into their “inner child” by building snowmen,
sledding down Harrisonburg’s hills and enjoying their day off.
TOP James Madison seized the opportunity to try an “Old Man Winter” look, but ultimately decided to keep his classic, cleanshaven face. LEFT Sophomores Aidan Ciavarra and Kelly Bunting sled with junior Emily Throckmorton on a hill near the Convocation
Center. RIGHT Senior Ryan Pitts catches air off a man-made “snow jump” while he sleds during Monday’s snow day.

Not just one Lawyer

- a team.

Honesty,
Integrity,
and a Commitment
to Client Service.
Free Initial Consultation
540-433-1103
1819 Virginia Ave
www.minermartinhahn.com

on board.
The truck has kitty litter (to create traction in icy
conditions), children’s aspirin, EpiPens and a coffee
pot. In an equipment trailer
to the side of the station are
dummies for rescue practice, a mass-casualty trailer
for when resources are overwhelmed and a boat for
water rescue.
The fire station’s work
hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
which means no television
and no sleeping.
“You see firefighters in the
movies playing cards and
gambling,” Rudolph said.
“We have a strict ‘no gambling’ rule — we can’t even
buy a Lotto ticket on duty.”
Like the movies, though,
there is a fire pole that the
firefighters can slide down
from the sleeping area
upstairs during overnight
shifts.
“The newer guys use it
more,” Rudolph said. “The

ones who’ve been here longer just walk down the stairs.”
There aren’t any women
on the HFD staff. The last
one retired on disability leave
last year. Instead of having
two separate bathrooms, the
department has one with a
sign that can slide to either
“men” or “women.”
“It’s like my second family here,” Rudolph said. “We
try to keep it light and fun.
The family camaraderie, the
nice work schedule, helping
people, the adrenaline rush
and not knowing how busy
or slow the day will be are all
reasons why I love my job.”
Even the veterans who’ve
been there for decades find
themselves content where
they are.
“Fire engines are switched
out every 15 years, so I’m on
my third now,” Manning
said. “I’ve been in this job
since 1979 and I’ve never
‘worked’ a day in my life.”
Contact Julian Kline at
klinejd@dukes.jmu.edu.

Sports

Stay up on jmu’s wnit run
Follow us on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.

Editors Chase Kiddy & Wayne Epps Jr. Email breezesports@gmail.com

chase kiddy
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fanatic and proud

The power
of branding
JMU men must find strength
as a mid-major brand
There’s something of a collegiate
hierarchy for Richmond high school
students.
U.Va. is on top of the pile, with many
of the 804’s best
and brightest going off
to study under
statues of Thomas Jefferson and
Godric Gryffindor. Then you’ve
got the socially
awkward William & Mary students; the overzealous
JMU prospects, half of whom had
parents in Harrisonburg once upon
a time; the Virginia Tech acolytes,
whose obsession with a pair of colors that just don’t go together makes
Kevin Bacon’s “Following” look like a
high school prom group.
Somewhere below that, below the
Longwoods and Radfords, lies Virginia
Commonwealth University.
VCU stood for a lot of things when
I was a teenager, and very few of them
were good. Everyone graduated in the
Siegel Center, but outside of that? To
be blunt, it usually meant your grades
weren’t terribly good, and you likely qualified for membership in the
Underachievers Anonymous club.
That was back then. Now, VCU
has made three straight NCAA tournament appearances, has a brilliant
young coach in Shaka Smart and is
the talk of the town around our fine
state’s capitol.
Branding is a uniquely powerful
thing. For VCU, it’s turned Hipster
Mecca into a youthful basketball paradise. In Richmond, the VCU brand is
churning at such an all-time high that
Smart is turning down offers from real
basketball powerhouses, like UCLA,
just to stay in his local, momentous
venue.
Pop quiz: When did all this VCU
momentum start? If you said the 2011
Final Four trip, then guess again.
In 2007, former Ram and current
NBA guard Eric Maynor hit a 15-foot
jumper with under two seconds left
to clinch a first-round upset of No. 6
Duke. It was VCU’s first NCAA win
since 1985, and it became a recruiting
springboard that set up the 2011 run.
If all that sounds vaguely familiar, it’s by design. JMU is at a similar
crossroads right now. Off its first CAA
championship in 19 years and its first
NCAA win since the early ’80s, JMU
men’s basketball team stands ready to
capitalize on all the momentum that
has been created over the past month.
A 2017 trip to the national semifinals
might be a stretch, but it isn’t a longshot to imagine that JMU, amidst
turbulent realignment and expanding
tournament fields, could rise from the
dregs of irrelevance to become something of a niche powerhouse.
I have believed in Matt Brady for
a long time. I’m proud to say that,
on many days over the past two 18
months, it feels like I have been one
of the few. I’ve heard whispers of contract negotiations between athletic
director Jeff Bourne and Brady since
the CAA championship game and
expect he’ll be signed to a long-term
deal (fingers crossed for seven years!)
by the middle of April.
From there, JMU simply much
schedule more difficult matchups. Not
only will it help foster a tougher team
late in the season, but it will provide
highly visible opportunities for upsets.
The Dukes need to make something
their own. VCU has HAVOC pressure;
JMU has a ridiculous montage of A.J.
Davis dunks. The one-man occult of
Andre Nation already looks poised
to continue this tradition, so that a
national general public will refer to
JMU by name, rather than just “that
one mid-major that dunks a lot.”
Sorry, Florida Gulf Coast. You can
always lock down the “that-onecoach-with-a-supermodel-for-a-wife”
territory.
If JMU follows that blueprint,
recruiting — the single most pivotal aspect of college basketball— will
surely see an uptick in the quality of
players. Even before this year, Brady
had already done a fabulous job
bringing in somewhat highly-graded
prospects like Ron Curry, as well as
undervalued commodities like Nation.
As a program, Brady and JMU are on
the rise. We’ve got people’s attention.
It’s time to take the next step.
Maybe in five years, JMU will be
more than that college from Virginia
with lots of teachers and pretty girls.
Chase Kiddy is a senior
writing, rhetoric and technical
communication major. Contact
Chase at kiddyca@dukes.jmu.edu.

Softball

fast

FORD
Freshman softball
pitcher Jailyn Ford
bursts onto scene with
10-1 record
Sean cassidy and matt schmachtenberg / The Breeze

TOP Pitcher Jailyn Ford has the second-best win total in the CAA. BOTTOM Ford’s favorite pitch is the rise ball to chase hitters out of the strike zone.
By Robert Sullivan
contributing writer

brian prescott / The Breeze

Few freshmen overcome the jump to
college and make as big of an impact as
quickly as Jailyn Ford.
She is the only freshman in the Colonial Athletic Association with an earned
run average under two. With a team-best
10-1 record in the circle, the freshman
softball pitcher for the Dukes has helped
lead the team to a 20-7 record.
Her accomplishments on the field
aside, Ford’s intangibles have helped
her teammates.
“She’s probably the best teammate
I’ve ever had, she’s a great person,” said
senior outfielder Jasmine Butler. “Anytime you need to be picked up or need
anyone extra to throw or hit with you,
she’ll volunteer. She’s a great person
and her work ethic is ridiculous — she’s
always working hard.”
On the field, Ford’s favorite pitch is the
rise ball to chase batters out of the strike
zone. She tries to not overexert herself
and take a simple approach when she’s
in the circle.
“I don’t try to do too much because it
seems like a waste of energy,” Ford said.

“However, I do try to hide the ball in
order to gain an advantage over the batter since it gives them less time to pick
up the ball.”
In her first career start on the mound
in JMU’s second game of the season
against the College of Charleston on Feb.
15, Ford struck out six batters in a complete game shutout. Since then, she has
become the leader of the Dukes’ pitching staff.
The business management major
already ranks among the top in several pitching and hitting categories for
JMU. Along with having the best pitching record, Ford has the second-best
earned run average at 1.55. At the plate,
Ford has the third-best batting average
on the team, hitting .354, along with the
second-best home run total, on-base
percentage and slugging percentage
behind sophomore catcher and pitcher Sarah Mooney.
In a March 10 game against
Coastal Carolina University, Ford
struck out a team record of 16 batters. She broke the old record of
15 set by Meredith Felt in 2009.
see ford, page B4

Baseball (14-9)

Dukes drub Flames in return home
JMU posts 21 runs for first time since March 2011 against Hofstra
By Stephen Proffitt
The Breeze

JMU seemed to taking batting
practice during the middle of a game
Wednesday afternoon as the Dukes
obliterated the Liberty Flames, 21-4.
“We’re not as good as that score
and they’re not as bad as that score,”
said head coach Spanky McFarland.
“It’s just one of those things. It kind
of got ugly.”
The bats started early and no one
could save Liberty pitchers. It was an
ideal baseball game for JMU as both
bats and arms were on point.

“We’re not as good
as that score and
they’re not as
bad as that score
... It’s just one of
those things. It
kind of got ugly.”
Spanky
McFarland

Baseball head coach

Freshman Michael Church got the
nod to start on Wednesday for JMU.
It was his fourth start and eighth
appearance on the year. Church
went three and two-thirds innings,
giving up no runs on three hits.
Due to NCAA rules, if a team
declares that a game will be a staff
day (using a lot of players throughout a game), a starting pitcher may
earn the victory without throwing the traditional standard of five
innings. Under these rules, Church

Becky sullivan / The Breeze

Pitcher Micheal Church improved his record to 3-1. He pitched into the fourth inning, allowing three hits and striking out two.

was credited with the win, his third.
A quartet of bullpen relief prevented
much of any Liberty damage.
“I hadn’t pitched in a week and
I brought my ‘A’ game, basically,”
Church said. “My curveball was
looking good, and it worked out for
me.”
Sophomore Chad Carroll, who

has found his new home in left field,
has been on his own self-promoted
hit parade this season. Against Liberty, Carroll started off with a homer
and then followed that up with a
base on balls, single and a triple.
He finished a double shy of the coveted cycle.
“[I was] just seeing it pretty well. I

felt good,” Carroll said. “Just consistent work in the cage and at practice
has really paid off.”
Carroll finished the day three for
five, with five RBIs and five runs
scored. Both are also career highs.
The former JMU shortstop is
see BASEBALL, page B4
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baseball | Hot batting
pushing JMU up in national rankings;
five offensive categories in top 11
from page B3

batting a team high .431 after
Wednesday and leads the
nation with six triples.
“I feel comfortable out
there,” he said. “Whatever
helps the team do well, I’m
all for it.”
A plethora of JMU batting
categories rank nationally in
the weekly NCAA statistics
release. As of Monday, batting average (.323), scoring
(8.4/game), runs (205), triples (17), slugging percentage
(.470) and on-base percentage (.412) all rank in the top
11 in the nation.
Fourteen batters stepped
to the plate for JMU Wednesday, and 12 reached base in
some manor. The Dukes’

offensive explosion was out of
control. JMU compiled its 21
runs on 19 hits. Both numbers
were seasonhighs for the Dukes.
“Rather than ease up, we
just get other kids to play
so they can still play hard,”
McFarland said of the large
lead.
Liberty sent a total of 11
pitchers to the mound on
Wednesday. Prior to Liberty,
JMU hadn’t faced more than
six pitchers.
“With young pitchers,
you never know what you’re
going to get,” McFarland said.
“All mid-week games are
adjustment days.”
Three hitting streaks were
extended Wednesday. Carroll
and seniors Johnny Bladel

Know your
limits, but
never stop
trying to
break them.
#noexcuses
#daw2013

ford | Two-time Player of the Week

and Cole McInturff added to
their double-digit totals — 11,
13 and 15 games, respectively.
The Dukes (13-9, 6-2 CAA)
are on a roll as of late. JMU
will ship up to Boston this
weekend for a three-game
conference series with
Northeastern. The Huskies
(12-11, 2-7 CAA) have yet to
win a conference series this
season.
“It was a good game. It was
a fun game,” McFarland said.
“A lot of guys got in and got
hits, but don’t read too much
into it. It’s just a game that
got out of hand, but I’d rather it get out of hand for us.”
Sean cassidy and matt schmachtenberg / The Breeze

Contact Stephen
Proffitt at proffijs@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Finish
strong.
Write for
sports
before
the year
is over.
>> Email
breeze
sports @
gmail.com.

Ford is making her mark at the plate as well. She is hitting .354 with 17 RBIs, 14 runs and five home runs.
from page B3

“I just focus on doing a little
bit of everything,” Ford said. “I
just try to contribute whatever
I can to the team to benefit so
in the long run it’ll come help
us in the end. For me, it’s a big
part of my game because I can
help the team out a little bit
when some of us aren’t hitting
as well. It helps being a hitter
and a pitcher both to help out
our cause.”
Whether on or off the softball
field, Ford has always been an
outdoor person. Away from
softball, she enjoys things like
hunting, kayaking and fishing.
Her dad got her into tee-ball
around age four, and this translated to softball in a few years’
time.
Before signing with JMU,
Ford was recruited by Boston
College, Radford University
and Virginia Tech. Va. Tech and
JMU were her top two, but Ford
just had a gut feeling that JMU
was for her. She also wanted to
become a part of JMU’s softball
tradition.
“It was really the environment of James Madison that
helped me decide that this is
really where I want to be,” she

said. “Everybody is so friendly
here and they’re all really welcoming. I wanted to make an
impact on this school more
than Radford and Virginia Tech
since we’re more known for our
softball here.”
At Bath County High School
in Hot Springs, Va., Ford was
four-time Pioneer District Player of the Year, four-time First
Team All-State, 2012 Virginia
High School League East-West
All Star Game MVP among
other honors. She also helped
Bath County win back-to-back
Virginia Division I state championships. This year, she has
already earned two Colonial
Athletic Association Pitcher of
the Week awards and two Rookie of the Week distinctions.
Ford is hoping to help
JMU advance deep into the
postseason.
“I hope as a team we can
make it as far as we want to;
personally and as a whole
group we have our goals set
high and if we accomplish that
we can’t be dissatisfied,” Ford
said.
The welcoming environment and also her experience
playing on travel softball teams
in high school has helped

Ford this year. They helped
make the challenge of facing
new competition every week
and developing better time
management as seamless as
possible.
“The biggest difficulty has
definitely been managing my
time between softball and
schoolwork, but it’s gotten a
lot easier after the first semester,” Ford said.
Ford may be known to
lift others up but the favor is
returned. Her teammates have
helped her develop the right
frame of mind.
“I’ve told Jailyn to stay
relaxed; players come to college thinking it’s this whole
new ballgame when really it’s
the same game you’ve always
played,” Butler said. “The main
point of advice I could give her
is to stay with her game.”
As the Dukes begin their
Colonial Athetic Conference
schedule, Ford will play a
part in keeping JMU at the
top of the standing, where
its currently tied with the
University of Delaware and
Georgia State University at 3-0.
Contact Robert Sullivan
at sullivrx@dukes.jmu.edu.
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THE TV CROSSWORD
by Jacqueline E. Mathews

ACROSS
1 “Welcome __, Kotter”
5 “Up __ Night”
8 Popular female singer from
Ireland
9 “__ It to Beaver”
12 “Make Room for __”
13 “__ Camera”
14 Brenneman and Madigan
15 Pet’s name on “The Flintstones”
16 “The __ Couple”
18 Flavor-enhancing additive
19 “My Two __”
20 Nastase of tennis
21 Reddish horse
23 “__ Acres”
24 “__ Rock”; song for Simon and
Garfunkel
25 Sound the horn
26 Clumsy social blunder
28 __ and rave; carry on
29 Comments from Little Orphan
Annie’s dog
30 “__ ’70s Show”
32 Actress Thurman
35 Hawaiian garland
Solution to Last Week’s Puzzle

36 “The Guilt __”; Barbra Streisand
movie
37 Smile
38 “Sesame __”
40 Thomas or DeVito
41 “Are You __, Chelsea?”shortlived sitcom for Laura Prepon
42 Grew old
43 Prefix for respect or own
44 Dumbo’s “wings”
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
11
12
13
15
17
19
20
22
23
25
26
27
30
31

(c) 2013 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

Attention Lifeguards
Massanutten Resort is Training and Hiring!
SM

33
34
36
37
39
40

DOWN
Rays from the sun
Star of “Matlock”
Charisse and others
Actress Panabaker
Thicke and Rachins
“The Tonight Show with Jay __”
Boy
Role on “Private Practice”
Cantor or Fisher
Water barrier
“El __”; Charlton Heston movie
Delany or Carvey
Spare bedroom, often
“The Hunchback of Notre __”
“__ Man”; film for Robert
Downey Jr.
Clumsy fellows
Myrtle on “The Waltons,” for one
“The Parent __”; movie for
Dennis Quaid & Lindsay Lohan
“For Me and My __”; Judy
Garland film
“Give it __!”; words to a windbag
“Men in __”
“Your __ Parade”; musical series
of old
“Criminal __”
“__ Given Sunday”; Pacino film
Hatcher or Garr
Pop singer Lady __
“The __ Skelton Hour”
Daniel __ Kim

Follow us @TheBreezeJMU

Part-time & Seasonal Positions

Starting at $8.50/hour

Stop in or apply online
www.MassResortJobs.com
Instructor Classes available.
Lifeguard training is on-going.
Lifeguard Instructor and Water
Safety Instructor Training
starts in April.

For more information, call
(540) 289-4987 or visit
massresort.com/aquatics

Golden China
Serving Harrisonburg Since 1972

10% Off FREE
JMU Students
Student ID Required
No Coupon Necessary

DELIVERY

Expires: 3/31/13

Full Menu •Full Buffet • Full Bar

EVERYDAY

www.GoldenChinaHarrisonburg.com

(540) 434-1285

1005 E. Market St., Harrisonburg, VA, 22801
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$100
Gift Cards to
both referrer and referee

Give some, get some! Refer a
friend to sign a lease at University
Fields and both you and the
person you referred will receive a
$100 gift card!
Text message “Fields” to 47464 for more information.

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.432.1001
www.universityfields.com

breezejmu.org

Classifieds

.
DANCE ACADEMY NOW
INTERVIEWING for parttime dance instructors for
fall 2012-spring 2014. Must
have car and be willing to
stay through May 2014. Numerous dance forms taught.
Experience preferred. Call
540-810-3631.
CAREGIVERS NEEDED to
supervise groups of little
dancers during their concert
rehearsal week in Wilson
Hall Auditorium, May 20-24.
Must be able to work all dates
and times, 2-3 hours per day
between the hours of 3:458:45 pm Mon-Thurs of week
specified and 6-10 pm Sat.
May 25, 2-6 pm Sun, May
26. References required. Call
540-810-3631.
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
SPECIALIST for school
program providing
counseling
services to children
with emotional and/or
behavioral
issues. Bachelor’s
degree required; Masters
preferred. Crossroads
Counseling
540-801-0885; Fax:
540-801-8221; jmiller@
crossroadsvirginia.com
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THE BREEZY BUNCH

CITY OF HARRISONBURG
Parks & Recreation.
Mapping Technician.
Seasonal position. For
more information and to
apply online visit www.
harrisonburgva.gov/jobs.

?

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT!
Taking time off from school?
Work for Student Services
Moving & Storage Co. $11$13/hr plus travel, tips &
bonuses. Apply online www.
studentservicesmoving.com.

HOUSES FOR RENT 3-4-67 bedrooms houses available
2013-14, Near Memorial Hall
with large bedrooms. Starti n g a t $ 29 5 a m o n t h
540-564-2659 http://www.
castleproper ty.com Pet
friendly
HOUSES FOR RENT
Exceptionally nice five
bedroom house three
with private bath. Close.
Pets. Parking. Garden. Will
consider renting to just four.
540.810.3632.

Need Some Focus?
Call An Alum!Harrisonburg
Career Coaching.com

Join the Breezy bunch!

We need writers, photographers and a housemaid.
Email breezeeditor@gmail.com.

Work for
THE

BREEZE
Serving James Madison University Since 1922

Gain Experience
Get Paid
Meet Your Best Friends
apply at breezeeditor@gmail.com
&& congrats to sydney mckenney
anthony frederick & catherine barsanti
on graduating in may - we’ll miss you!

LOST
DOG
$$$$$ CASH REWARD $$$$$
-Last seen Tuesday morning, 3/26 near Southview
-He is a little yellow dog, 1/2 Corgi, neutered
-His name is Capitan, but he doesn’t know it very well
-Please help me find him! It’s cold and snowy and he
doesn’t know the area
-If seen or found, please call 757-303-9679 ASAP
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